
Accuracii Mini HD
Mobile Surveillance System

SEE BEYOND THE VISIBLE



 

Smuggling. Illegal immigration. Terrorist threats. 
Praedial larceny. Vandalism. These are just some of 
the challenges faced by agencies trying to control 
perimeter  incursions. As part of a series of high-tech 
measures to deal with modern-day threats, security 
bodies move towards thermal imaging technology. 

Using powerful 24/7 surveillance systems, border 
control and security forces can observe and investigate 
any incident occurring during the day or at night, as 
well as in adverse weather conditions.

Opgal’s Accuracii systems carry out wide-area scene 
surveillance, as well as close-up threat assessment. 
Hundreds of systems are in operation on borders in 
the Euro-Asia zone.

Now, we are introducing a mobile surveillance solution.

The Accuracii Mini HD Mobile Surveillance System is 
simple to install on any kind of vehicle. It can withstand 
high speeds and rough terrain, allowing you to keep an 
eye out for trouble even in remote and hard-to-reach 
outposts.

Mounted on patrol cars, the Accuracii Mini HD can 
aid in law enforcement efforts, Civil Guard patrols 
and other security details protecting against criminal 
activity in urban or rural environments.

With the ability to detect a human from up to 4km 
away, and a moving vehicle from up to 7km away, the 
Mini’s powerful optics and advanced image processing 
prove that good things do come in small packages.

Uncooled thermal technology enables long-
term operation with a high MTBF and low 
cost of ownership.

Uncooled Thechnology

Ideal for mounting on vehicles to take 
your surveillance on the move, whether in 
an urban environment, or off-road driving.

Mobile Solution

Built to last, the Mini can handle driving 
speeds of up to 110km, bumpy rides, high 
winds and rough weather.

High Durability Complete Customization

Uncooled thermal camera capable of mid-
range human detection of up to 3km and 
vehicle detection of up to 7km.

Mid-Range Observation

Uncompromising  thermal imaging 
technology and a choice from several 
optics with a highly competitive price.

Cost-Effective

Design your solution from a wide selection
of optics.

Detect & Recognize Threats Anywhere, Anytime

Mobile Surveillance PTZ System



Kit Components

For power, camera link, and video 
connections.

Power/Electric Box

Visible & thermal camera system, 
mounting plates.

PTZ Surveillance System

Monitor & holder, joystick, mouse, 
and more.

Accessories Box
For temporary stationary outdoor 
deployment.

Tripod & Case

For outdoor use without car power 
outlet.

Battery & Charger

All units connect to an easily carried 
trolly.

Mobile Cart
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